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The Work-From-Home
Revolution and Employers’
Ability to Control Employee
Use of Digital Communications
to Discuss Terms and
Conditions of Employment
By Jeffrey Champ, Tallahassee
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected how
companies conduct business, pushing more
and more of their interactions with both customers and employees online. Accordingly,
employers have begun transitioning their
employees to full-time work-from-home status for the foreseeable future or even permanently. The effect of this transition on worker
productivity and stress has been well documented. However, the unique characteristics

of a wholly digital workforce raise new challenges related to the employees’ use of their
employer’s digital communications systems
to collectively discuss the terms and conditions of their employment under Section 7
of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA).
While a recent decision by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) suggests that
employers maintain the ability to control their
See “Work-From-Home Revolution,” page 11

The CROWN Act: Protecting
Natural Hairstyles

A Root-to-End Overview for Employers
on Hair Discrimination Laws
By Cymoril M. White, Tampa
Many have said that the workplace tends to
be society’s battlefield—where culture wars
play out and emerging trends conflict with
long-established traditions. This notion holds
true with the controversial issue of hairstyles
in the workplace, an issue that has been
brought to the forefront in the past year and
a half by the CROWN Act. The CROWN Act
(CROWN is an acronym for “Creating a Re-

spectful and Open World for Natural Hair”)
prohibits discrimination based on natural
hair style and texture. Variations of this bill
have been introduced in twenty-nine states
and even at the federal level. Now, more than
ever, employers must look at several federal,
state, and local laws—which are constantly
changing to keep up with societal views—
See “The CROWN Act,” page 12

CHAIR’S MESSAGE

But perhaps more important than where we have been
is where we are going. Several COVID vaccines are being
distributed, floating hope that we may be able to get back
to “in real life” interactions. In the meantime, on January
12, 2021, we will have a free one-hour lunchtime Wage
and Hour Update Zoom webinar by Joanne Lambert and
Aaron W. Tandy, and our 21st Annual Labor and Employment Law Update and Certification Review will be held
virtually on January 14 and 15, 2021.
Also, on March 17, 2021, Bob Turk and Lisa Berg will
present a GoToWebinar entitled “NLRB Update Part II”.
Unfortunately, it does not look like Advanced Labor Topics
(ALT) will take place as planned in Washington D.C., but
we are working on an in-depth program for the Spring 2021
to cover ALT topics.
Our section has seen a great deal of change and exciting
developments over the past year, and I predict next year
will be no different. Serving our members over the past few
years, and meeting many new friends in the process, has
been a rewarding experience, even with its unexpected
challenges. Encourage your colleagues to join the Labor &
Employment Law Section. They won’t regret it.

As we begin a new year, we
tend to look back over the past
year and think about our successes and “near successes,”
as well as look to the future
and what it may hold.
I am incredibly proud of our
section for what we have accomplished this Bar year. We
have been challenged, for
sure, but we have risen to
the occasion. Without missing a beat, we published resources for members to help deal with COVID-related
issues, as well as multiple timely updates on the various
L&E topics that have evolved over the past twelve months,
including executive orders relating to sex-stereotyping,
recent Supreme Court decisions on the ministerial exception and on LGBTQ+ rights, and everything in between.
We have also held multiple seminars on various “hot topics” in labor and employment law. If you missed them,
they are available on CD, and you can order them here:
https://member.floridabar.org/CPBaseitem?id=a101R0000
0DVi8oQAD.

If you are interested in submitting an article for The Checkoff,
contact Viktoryia Johnson (VJohnson@fordharrison.com). If
you are interested in submitting an article for The Florida Bar
Journal, contact Robert Eschenfelder (rob@cityattorneys.
legal). For each published article, you will receive a voucher
for $150 toward any L&E Section CLE.

Get Published.
Earn CLE Dollars.
. . . by writing an article for The Checkoff or
The Florida Bar Journal.
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Editor’s Note: In this issue, we begin a new feature, highlighting authors who have made significant contributions to section publications. As a previous editor has noted on these pages, “The Checkoff is an excellent resource because of the
consistent dedication and hard work of contributors, the quality of their articles and case notes, and the pride of ownership
they exhibit.” The authors we will be highlighting exemplify these traits.

AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Meet
Aaron Tandy
From the Editor: Aaron is always a willing and able contributor to The Checkoff and E-Updates,
and a pleasure to work with. His employment law passion and expertise are evident in his writings. Please reach out to Aaron to thank him for his longstanding contributions to the section!
Aaron has been involved in the practice of employment law in New York and Florida for over thirty
years. Currently a partner in the Miami firm of Pathman Lewis, LLP, where he heads its employment
practice, Aaron began his career at Proskauer in New York, handling labor cases for its union clients,
before ultimately moving to Florida in 1998. Aaron has written extensively for the Labor and Employment
Law Section on a variety of topics, notably the development of and expansion of employment protections
in Florida for gay, lesbian, and transgender employees, including co-authoring a special report on the
landmark decision in Bostock v. Clayton County, from the last United States Supreme Court term.
Aaron has been a featured speaker on labor and employment topics for National Public Radio, the
Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce, and the Miami Beach Chamber of Commerce, among others,
and has provided human resource training to several public and private institutions over the years. He
also has been a guest lecturer for national labor seminars.
Aaron has been married twenty-four years to Heidi Howard Tandy, a Florida Bar Board Certified IP attorney. They have three children and make their home in Miami Beach. Aaron is a passionate racquetball
player and proud collector of comic books and comic art. His collection includes rare first editions from
the 1960s of Fantastic Four, Daredevil, Avengers, and X-Men, and his office contains comic memorabilia
that he and Heidi collected from San Diego Comic Con over the years. Aaron is also active in his local
community and will become chair of the Miami Beach Chamber of Commerce in October 2021.
Aaron can be reached at atandy@pathmanlewis.com and welcomes the opportunity to collaborate
with fellow employment law attorneys.
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Coming Up!

Click HERE to Register
4290 21st Labor and Employment Law
Annual Update and Certification Review
Two-Day GoToWebinar
January 14-15, 2021
Virtual Part of TFB Winter Meeting
A virtual alphabet soup of L&E topics done virtually! This two-day GoToWebinar
provides an annual update on labor and employment law and also serves as a review
course for the Board Certification Exam. If your practice includes FMLA, USERRA,
PERA/PERC, FLSA, ACA, NLRA, WARN, EEO, OSHA, or ERISA, you won’t want to
miss what our top-notch speakers have to say. Other topics include Whistleblower
Statutes/Workers' Compensation Retaliation, Common Law Employment,
Unemployment Appeals Claims, Constitutional Employment Claims, Workplace
Privacy, Drug Testing, and Business Interests.
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Outokumpu Stainless:
SCOTUS Applies State Law to Allow
Arbitration of International Agreement
Dispute by Nonsignatory
By Christopher Shulman, Tampa
If you’re like most members of the
Labor and Employment Law Section,
the only arbitration statutes you’ve
likely dealt with are the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA), Title 9 U.S.C. §§
1–16, and the (Revised) Florida Arbitration Code, Chapter 682, Florida
Statutes. However, Florida is, as we
all know, surrounded by international
waters and has substantial commerce
with the Caribbean, Central America,
and South America (and, of course,
other parts of the world). Accordingly, employment arbitration involving
at least one party who is not a U.S.
national is occurring with greater frequency. Under those circumstances,
the arbitration agreement typically will
fall under the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Arbitral Awards1 (the New York Convention or the Convention). If so, the
United States Supreme Court’s (SCOTUS) June 2020 decision in GE Energy Power Conversion France SAS,
Corp. v. Outokumpu Stainless USA,
LLC2 is required reading.
The New York Convention generally provides for judicial enforcement
of international arbitration agreements
and awards, i.e., those where at least
one of the parties is not a citizen of the
United States. For example, Article II
of the Convention deals with enforcement of an international arbitration
agreement unless “said agreement
is null and void, inoperative or incapable of being performed.”3 Article V
provides for enforcement of resulting
arbitral awards “except under certain
limited circumstances dealing with
specific procedural defects or when
recognition or enforcement of the
award would be contrary to the public
policy of that country.”4
Chapter 2 of Title 9, U.S.C.,5 con-

tains the United States’ implementation of the New York Convention.6
The Chapter provides for enforcement
of the Convention in federal courts,7
which have original jurisdiction regardless of the amount in controversy,8 so
long as the arbitration agreement “falls
under the Convention.”9
The FAA recognizes that state law
doctrines applicable to other contracts are also applicable to arbitration agreements.10 In Outokumpu,
SCOTUS confirmed this, citing Volt
Information Sciences, Inc. v. Board
of Trustees of Leland Stanford Junior
University11 and quoting Arthur Andersen LLP v. Carlisle: “[The FAA]
does not ‘alter background principles
of state contract law regarding the
scope of agreements (including the
question of who is bound by them).’”12
Carlisle, noted the Outokumpu Court,
specifically held that, under the FAA,
nonsignatories may enforce arbitration clauses against signatories if the
relevant state law (e.g., the doctrine
of equitable estoppel) would have allowed the nonsignatories to bring an
action against the signatories under
the same circumstances.13
The issue in Outokumpu was
whether the state law equitable estoppel doctrine under the FAA applied to
arbitration agreements falling under
the New York Convention, such that a
nonsignatory could require a signatory
to arbitrate disputes within the scope
of the agreement. Overruling the Eleventh Circuit, SCOTUS held that, because the New York Convention contains no language that prevents it and
because U.S. law otherwise requires
it, the domestic doctrine of equitable
estoppel does apply to contracts falling under the Convention.14
I suspect many of you are saying,
5

“That’s good to know, but how does
that apply to my employment practice?” Here’s how.
First, the case may apply if you represent a signatory to an international
agreement that contains an arbitration
clause, as most such agreements do.
Now, under Outokumpu, a nonsignatory may be able to require your client
to arbitrate the case where the agreement falls under the New York Convention.
Second, and perhaps of greater
potential impact, is the basis for the
Court’s decision:
Given that the Convention was drafted
against the backdrop of domestic law,
it would be unnatural to read Article
II(3) [of the New York Convention] to
displace domestic doctrines in the
absence of exclusionary language.
This interpretation is especially appropriate in the context of Article II. Far
from displacing domestic law, the provisions of Article II contemplate the
use of domestic doctrines to fill gaps
in the Convention. For example, . . .
Article II(3) states that it does not
apply to agreements that are “null
and void, inoperative or incapable of
being performed,” but it fails to define
those terms. Again, the Convention
requires courts to rely on domestic
law to fill the gaps; it does not set
out a comprehensive regime that
displaces domestic law.15

Outokumpu, in effect, states that domestic law will apply to Article II disputes regarding international agreements. By its terms, the decision does
not expressly address other areas of
domestic law beyond the equitable
estoppel doctrine. However, especially in light of the Court’s reference
to 9 U.S.C. § 208, which provides that
continued, next page

OUTOKUMPU STAINLESS, continued
the FAA “applies to actions and proceedings brought under this chapter
to the extent that chapter is not in
conflict with this chapter or the Convention,” it seems the decision could
have a much broader impact, importing substantive U.S. contract law into
the decision matrix for international
employment claims, whether between
signatories or between a nonsignatory
and one or more signatories.
While Outokumpu dealt with alleged
breach of contract in a construction
case, I dealt with the issue as arbitrator in the context of a Florida-based
cruise line employee’s international
contract16 to arbitrate his employmentrelated claims. In that instance, the
case turned on the employment agreement’s choice-of-law provision, which
stated that Bahamian law should apply. This was significant because the
substantive claims the employee
brought were claims under U.S. law—
in that case, the Jones Act17 and general United States maritime law. The
parties agreed that Bahamian law afforded similar but diminished remedies to those available under U.S. law.
The cruise line case presented
two conflicting principles. For the
employee’s part, domestic law was
clear: neither Jones Act relief nor
seaman-related maritime law (e.g.,
the seaworthiness doctrine or a seaman’s right to maintenance and cure)
could be waived prospectively by contract.18 For the employer’s part, pursuant to two important Eleventh Circuit
cases—Cvoro v. Carnival Corp.19 and
Lindo v. NCL (Bahamas), Ltd.20—such
provisions are generally enforceable
in international contracts, so long as
there is some right of post-award review like that provided by the Convention’s Article V provisions and 9 U.S.C.
§ 207, notwithstanding the fact that a
choice-of-law clause may diminish
substantive remedies a litigant might
otherwise have available under U.S.
law. In essence, Cvoro and Lindo allow an employer to require, through
a choice-of-law provision, effective
waiver of the broad scope of Jones Act

and U.S. maritime law presumptions,
burdens of proof, and remedies in arbitration.
However, those cases dealt with
Article V enforcement of arbitration
awards. Outokumpu teaches that we
must apply U.S. law “to fill the gaps”
in determining whether international
employment law agreements may be
compelled to arbitration under Article
II(3)—i.e., whether there was an enforceable arbitration agreement under
domestic (U.S. or Florida) law that was
susceptible to arbitration in the first
instance. Thus, applying Outokumpu
and performing what amounted to
an Article II analysis on arbitrability,
I found that the choice-of-law clause
would have operated as a prospective
waiver of the employee’s rights under
the Jones Act and American maritime
law, rendering the arbitration clause
“null and void” if not severed. Frankly,
but for Outkumpu’s importation of domestic law considerations into international arbitration agreements, I likely
would have ruled that Bahamian law
applied, under Lindo.21
To borrow an ironic phrase from one
of the counsel in the seafarer arbitration in which the issue came up, Outokumpu represents a “sea change” in
the application of choice-of-law terms
in international contracts between
seamen and their American-based
employers. I suspect it could have
broader application, beyond just the
cruise industry, to any internationally
chartered but American-based employer. In any event, Outokumpu deserves the attention of labor and employment lawyers.
Chris Shulman is
an attorney, mediator, and arbitrator
based out of Tampa.
He has conducted
almost 3500 mediations and more
than 1500 arbitrations (or similar
C. SHULMAN
decision-making
processes)—a majority of which involved labor or employment issues.
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Donald T. Ryce, Jr. Inducted into
Section Hall of Fame
Donald T. Ryce, Jr. (1943–2020) was inducted into the L&E Section Hall of Fame on October 23, 2020. He
practiced in the areas of labor and employment law, commercial litigation, and appellate law from 1970 to 2010.
He retired from his law practice in 2010 but remained active as a full-time neutral arbitrator. At the time of his
death, Don was a partner in the Vero Beach arbitration firm of Law and Arbitration Offices of Donald T. Ryce.
Don received both his B.A. degree and his J.D. degree from the University of Florida. Don began his career
as a law clerk for a judge on Florida’s Fourth District Court of Appeal and then became a named partner in the
law firm of Hogg, Allen, Ryce, Norton & Blue before starting his own law firm in 1989.
Don was on the American Arbitration Association’s National Roster of Labor Arbitrators and on its National
and Florida Roster of Employment Arbitrators, and was a member of the AAA’S Commercial Arbitration Panel.
He was also on the Roster of Labor Arbitrators for the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service and was on
the permanent panel of Hearing Examiners for Miami-Dade County. Additionally, Don was a public arbitrator
and was chair and injunction-qualified for FINRA Dispute Resolution, the largest securities dispute resolution
forum in the world. He was also an arbitrator on the employment and general Florida panel for National Arbitration and Mediation, Inc.
Don wrote numerous articles on legal and arbitration issues and was a frequent lecturer for various professional groups. He lectured on behalf of the U.S. Department of Justice to a variety of audiences, including
federal, state, and local law enforcement. He was listed in Who’s Who in America, Who's Who in American
Law, and the Bar Register of Preeminent Lawyers. He was selected for inclusion in the 2008–2010 editions of
Marquis Who's Who in America and in the 2008–2010 editions of Florida Super Lawyers.
Until his semi-retirement from active representation of clients in 2010, Don was a member of The Florida Bar
Labor and Employment Law Section Executive Council and chair of the Section’s Voluntary/Local Bar Subcommittee. Don was Chairperson Emeritus of the Florida Department of Law Enforcement’s Advisory Board and
was a Director of The Jimmy Ryce Center for Victims of Predatory Abduction, Inc.
Biographical information from the Law and Arbitration Offices of Donald T. Ryce website.
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A Possible Broader Impact for the
Individualized Mandate of Bostock
By Aaron W. Tandy, Miami
On June 15, 2020, the Supreme
Court of the United States (SCOTUS)
issued a landmark decision for gay,
lesbian, and transgender employees
regarding the scope of protections afforded to them under Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII). In a
6-3 decision authored by Justice Neil
Gorsuch in a trio of consolidated cases—Bostock v. Clayton County, GA,
Altitude Express, Inc. v. Zarda, and
R.G. & G.R. Harris Funeral Homes,
Inc. v. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission1—SCOTUS found that
the plain meaning of Title VII’s prohibition making it illegal for an employer
to discriminate against an individual
employee “because of such individual’s . . . sex,”2 was sufficiently broad to
prohibit an employee from being discharged merely for being gay or transgendered.3
Given the manner in which its interpretation of Title VII expanded the
protection for gay, lesbian, and transgender employees in the workplace,
Bostock was immediately recognized
as a seminal employment law decision by practitioners and commentators. However, the decision—more
precisely, the reasoning behind the
decision—and the requirement for an
individualized determination of Title
VII-based claims, could also have
far‑reaching implications for other
types of discrimination actions.
Recently, relying on Bostock, a
panel of the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals determined in Frappied v. Affinity Gaming Black Hawk, LLC4 that “the
class of sex-plus claims cognizable
under Title VII is broader” than previously recognized in that court’s 1997
decision in Coleman v. B-G Maintenance Management of Colorado, Inc.5
Title VII makes it unlawful for an
employer to “discharge any individual
. . . because of such individual’s race,
color, religion, sex or national origin.”6
Moreover, SCOTUS has long held

that Title VII also prohibits discrimination based upon either a combination
of protected characteristics—such as
“race plus national origin” discrimination (i.e., discrimination targeting only
employees of a specific race from a
particular country)—or a protected
characteristic combined with a characteristic not protected under the statute, such as a policy directed against
women having school-age children.7
Like the Supreme Court, the Eleventh Circuit has long recognized the
existence of sex-plus or gender-plus
claims, in which the alleged discrimination combines protected characteristics.8 Courts in the Circuit have also
long recognized the existence of gender-plus discrimination claims, “which
involve[] the ‘classification of employees on the basis of sex plus one other
ostensibly neutral characteristic.’”9
However, relying on the Tenth Circuit’s
Coleman decision, courts within the
Eleventh Circuit have also employed
a “heightened standard” for assessing
whether such claims exist, requiring
plaintiffs to show that “they were treated differently from similarly situated
members of the opposite gender.”10
In Coleman, the Tenth Circuit had
determined that a gender-plus plaintiff “must still prove that the subclass
of women was unfavorably treated
as compared to the corresponding
subclass of men.”11 In other words, a
gender-plus plaintiff was required to
identify that he or she belonged to a
subclass that was unfavorably treated
as compared to a corresponding opposite gender subclass, or that the alleged
discriminatory policy applied to an entire subclass. However, in Frappied, the
Tenth Circuit recognized that Bostock
changes the manner in which Title VII
claims are to be reviewed, removing
the requirement to show discrimination
against an entire subclass.12
As the Bostock Court explained,
Title VII requires that the employment
8

discrimination inquiry be an individual
one:
[I]t doesn’t matter if the employer
treated women as a group the same
when compared to men as a group.
If the employer intentionally relies
in part on an individual employee’s
sex when deciding to discharge the
employee—put differently, if changing the employee’s sex would have
yielded a different choice by the
employer—a statutory violation has
occurred.13

Relying on this portion of Bostock,
the Tenth Circuit indicated that in sexplus discrimination claims, a plaintiff no
longer needs to show that he or she
belonged to a subclass that suffered
from unfavorable treatment; rather,
it is sufficient for the plaintiff to show
that the employer treated that person
unfavorably relative to an opposite
gender employee who shares the
“plus” characteristic.14 It is likely that
courts in the Eleventh Circuit will also
adopt this expansive view of genderplus claims in light of the Bostock and
Frappied decisions and will remove
the “heightened standard” applied to
these claims. Of course, a plaintiff in
a gender-plus action must still identify
the “plus” characteristic sufficiently so
as to find a comparator.
Finally, in light of the Tenth Circuit’s
reasoning, practitioners may want
to look to the Bostock individualized
review standard in assessing other
types of Title VII-based claims, not just
those involving gay, lesbian, or transgender employees.
Aaron Tandy heads
Pathman Lewis,
LLP’s employment
law practice, helping employers and
employees navigate
complex employment issues.
A. TANDY
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The New EEOC Conciliation Rule: Do
the Changes Go Far Enough?
By Carly Stein, Tampa
On October 9, 2020, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC or the “Commission”) released
its “Update of Commission’s Conciliation Procedures,” containing proposed
rule changes designed to provide
more clarity to—and increase the effectiveness of—the conciliation process.1
In drafting the proposed rule changes, the EEOC considered the conciliation requirements previously addressed by the United States Supreme
Court (SCOTUS) in Mach Mining, LLC
v. EEOC in 2015.2 In Mach, SCOTUS noted the administrative duty to
attempt conciliation imposed on the
EEOC by Title VII. After a cause determination on a charge is made, the
EEOC bears a statutory burden akin
to the requirement that a plaintiff file
an administrative charge of discrimination prior to bringing suit. Under the
former, prior to litigating a discrimination case on behalf of an individual,
the EEOC “shall endeavor to eliminate
alleged unlawful employment practice
by informal methods of conference,
conciliation, and persuasion.”3 As outlined in Mach, the EEOC must meet
certain standards in order to satisfy its
duties concerning conciliation.4
Previously, the Commission had
taken the position that the adequacy

of the conciliation process was not
subject to judicial review, a view SCOTUS rejected in Mach while specifying the minimum efforts that would
fulfill the requirements of Title VII.5
To grant flexibility to its representatives, the Commission lacked detailed
regulations regarding conciliation procedures, but the Mach decision highlighted the need for standardization
within the conciliation process in order
to avoid future legal challenges.6
In addition to minimizing the potential for legal disputes, the Commission’s new regulations were motivated
in part by a desire to better utilize
conciliation to meet the goals of preventing and remedying employment
discrimination.7 The EEOC’s internal
data reported a success rate of only
41.23% of conciliations in 2016–2019
and a success rate of only 40% from
2012–2015.8 These rates, coupled
with the fact that approximately onethird of invited respondents reject conciliation altogether, highlight a further
area of concern that the EEOC seeks
to remedy with the proposed regulations.
As a result, the EEOC is expanding
29 C.F.R. § 1601.24 to include specific
requirements and expectations for the
conciliation process in Title VII cases.9
These requirements include:
9

(1) providing the respondent with a
written summary of the facts that the
Commission relied upon to make its
reasonable cause determination;10
(2) providing the respondent with
a summary of the legal basis for the
Commission’s reasonable cause determination, including addressing evidence that contradicts the reasonable
cause finding (but the Commission
can, but does not have to, address
any of the respondent’s proffered defenses);11
(3) providing the respondent with a
basis for the calculations of monetary
relief sought;12
(4) advising the respondent as to
the status of the claims addressed
(whether systemic, class, or pattern or
practice);13 and
(5) providing the respondent at least
fourteen calendar days to respond to
the Commission’s initial conciliation
proposal.14
These requirements will apply under
Title VII, the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act, the Americans with
Disabilities Act, and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.15
While the Commission has outlined
its goals of eliminating discrimination
and reducing litigation costs, it remains
continued, next page

EEOC CONCILIATION RULE,
continued
to be seen whether the proposed
regulations will accomplish these objectives or whether they will merely
serve as a defense to judicial review
concerns for the EEOC in future litigation. In this regard, the requirements
allow the Commission to continue to
withhold certain identifying information
about individuals who have requested
anonymity and to withhold information
the Commission deems privileged,
all of which may result in unproductive conciliation discussions. Additionally, the process is still voluntary
for both parties, and the information
required to be disclosed under these
proposed regulations may not neces-

sarily change an employer’s desire to
submit to conciliation. Finally, even if
conciliation is attempted, there is nothing to suggest that the required disclosures will result in greater success
rates. The process of addressing and
responding to a charge of discrimination allows employers to conduct their
own investigations into the allegations
of a charge, and regardless of the
Commission’s finding, the employer’s
understanding of the allegations may
not change.
Public comment for the proposed
rule closed on November 9, 2020, and
it is likely that a final rule on EEOC
conciliation will be published within the
next year. As the rule is implemented
and more Commission staff members
are trained in its requirements, lawyers
both for employers and for employees
should expect to receive a greater

WE'RE HERE TO HELP.

push from the EEOC to participate in
conciliation efforts moving forward.
Carly Stein is an associate attorney in the
Tampa office of Allen
Norton & Blue. She
represents employers in both the public
and private sector in
matters pertaining
C. STEIN
to state and federal
employment and labor laws.
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WORK-FROM-HOME REVOLUTION, continued from page 1
own property (including electronic
communication systems) during the
digital era—and therefore can restrict
their employees’ use of that property
to discuss the terms and conditions
of employment—this decision could
face new challenges given the current
work-from-home environment and the
move towards a wholly decentralized
workforce.
Generally, the NLRA protects employees’ “right to self-organization, to
form, join, or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively through
representatives of their own choosing, and to engage in other concerted
activities for the purpose of collective
bargaining or other mutual aid or protection.” However, the United States
Supreme Court and the NLRB have
long recognized that employees’ interests in discussing the terms and conditions of their employment through
the use of company resources must
be balanced against an employer’s
property rights and the attendant right
to control the use of that property. In
line with this balancing, the NLRB
has long distinguished oral communications in the workplace, which are
generally protected, from solicitations
that utilize the employer’s property or
equipment to communicate the message. This includes upholding prohibitions on the use of employers’ televisions, bulletin boards, copy machines,
telephones, and other similar devices
for union-oriented communications
and solicitations.
In the last two decades, the NLRB
has rendered several decisions applying this precedent to employee use of
digital communications platforms, including e-mail, to discuss terms and
conditions of employment. In 2007,
the Board decided Register Guard,
which held that, because electronic
mail systems were the employer’s
property, those systems could be controlled in a manner similar to more
traditional means of communication
(such as bulletin boards and telephones). However, in 2014 the NLRB
overruled Register Guard in Purple

Communications, Inc. In that case, the
Board distinguished employer e-mail
from other, more traditional means
of communication by suggesting that
e-mail was akin to a “natural gathering place” for employee conversation,
similar to an employee breakroom or
cafeteria. Therefore, the Board held
that if an employer provides its employees access to an electronic mail
system, it cannot restrict that access
by prohibiting union-oriented communications.
In December 2019, the Board
changed course yet again regarding
employee access to electronic communications systems under the NLRA.
The Board’s decision in Caesars Entertainment reversed Purple Communications Inc., reinstating Register Guard’s holding that employers
maintain a right to control the use of
their electronic mail systems. Specifically, the Board noted that, while there
must always be a means for employees to discuss the terms and conditions in the workplace, the use of an
employer’s digital communications
systems to engage in such discussions did not outweigh the employer’s
property interests because “[i]n the
typical workplace, . . . oral solicitation
and face-to-face literature distribution
provide more than ‘adequate avenues
of communication.’” The Board went
on to posit that “[t]here is no reason to
believe that these methods of [face-toface] communication have ceased to
be available in the typical workplace,
and almost all employees continue to
report to such workplaces on a regular basis.” Obviously, the Board could
not have predicted that in less than a
calendar year, this rationale would be
obsolete for a large number of employees.
In the COVID-19 era, employees’
abilities to communicate face-to-face
with their coworkers is significantly
curtailed, if not eliminated altogether,
and most employees find themselves
conversing with their coworkers solely
through e-mail, videoconferencing, or
other digital platforms. Prohibiting the
11

use of these digital communications
systems for Section 7 solicitations
may very well foreclose employees’
ability to effectively discuss the terms
and conditions of their employment,
contrary to the NLRA. Therefore, it appears that the Board may soon be in
a position to reconsider its holding in
Caesars Entertainment or otherwise
carve out exceptions for those employees who have transitioned to an
entirely digital workspace. At the least,
should an employer find itself in a position where its employees are utilizing its digital communications systems
to discuss the terms and conditions
of employment, the employer should
consider whether its employees have
other adequate means of communication before curtailing use of that system.
In conclusion, employees’ use of
digital communications systems is
one of many aspects of the typical
workplace environment that has been
significantly altered by the COVID-19
pandemic. Further, considering the
cost and efficiency advantages of having employees work from home, it appears that the transition from physical
office space to a decentralized work
network is here to stay. Given the
new decentralized workplace, where
bulletin boards have been replaced
with message boards and the breakroom is all but extinct, the NLRB will
be required once more to rethink its
precedent related to employee use of
employer communications systems
to discuss the terms and conditions
of employment. Employers should be
cognizant of the likelihood of another
sea change in this area and be prepared to adjust their use-of-technology policies accordingly.
Jeffrey Champ is
an associate in the
Tallahassee office
of Allen Norton &
Blue and devotes
his practice to labor
and employment
law.
J. CHAMP
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THE CROWN ACT, continued from page 1
to ensure their employee handbooks
and appearance policies are legal
and non-discriminatory. Employers
whose professional appearance standards include the banning of certain
hairstyles (such as cornrows, braids,
twists, dreadlocks,1 etc.) could now
face potential litigation over those policies.

The Legal Root of the Issue
One of the first cases involving natural hair discrimination in the workplace
was Jenkins v. Blue Cross Mutual
Hospital Insurance, Inc. in Indiana in
1976.2 The Seventh Circuit Court of
Appeals allowed the race discrimination lawsuit to proceed against the employer for denying the African American employee a promotion for wearing
an afro to work.
However, in 1981 the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of
New York dismissed a complaint filed
by an African American woman who
challenged American Airlines’ grooming policy, which banned employees
from wearing braided hairstyles.3 The
employee sought to wear her hair in
cornrows—rows of braids laced closely along the scalp.4 The employee
argued that American Airlines discriminated against her on the basis of
race and gender by forbidding her to
wear her hair in cornrows.5 The court
rejected this argument, citing the immutability doctrine; that is, because
the employee had the ability to choose
whether or not to braid her hair into
cornrows, they were not a protected
component of her race.6 The right for

African American employees to wear
their hair in afros might be covered under the civil rights laws, but the court
found that “an all-braided hairstyle is
a different matter. It is not the product
of natural hair growth but of artifice.
An all-braided hairstyle is ‘an easily
changed characteristic’ and, even if
socioculturally associated with a particular race or nationality, is not an impermissible basis for distinctions in the
application of employment practices
by an employer.”7
More recently, an Alabama woman
who had applied for a customer service position had her job offer rescinded because she refused to cut
her dreadlocks.8 The woman sued,
claiming race discrimination.9 In 2016,
the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals
upheld the lower court’s decision in
favor of the employer, finding that
“Title VII protects persons in covered
categories with respect to their immutable characteristics, but not their
cultural practices.”10 The court considered hairstyle a matter of individual
expression rather than biological imperative.11 Despite pleas from special interest groups, the United States
Supreme Court declined to review the
case. However, other states began to
view these hair discrimination cases
as validly falling within the framework
of a disparate impact claim.

The Social Split Ends
In light of the varying responses
from the courts and the widespread
public discontent with the outcome of
hair discrimination cases, California
12

was the first state to attempt to settle
the matter with legislation. On July
3, 2019, California sought to outlaw
racial discrimination based on hairstyles with SB 188, also known as,
the CROWN Act.12 In short, the bill
stated that “workplace dress code and
grooming policies that prohibit natural
hair, including afros, braids, twists,
and locks, have a disparate impact on
Black individuals as these polices are
more likely to deter Black applicants
and burden or punish Black employees than any other group.”13 The bill
applied to public schools and public
and private employers, and is now
California law. It prohibits discrimination based on hair style and hair texture by extending protection for both
categories under the California Fair
Employment and Housing Act (FEHA)
and the California Education Code.
The bill provided that the definition of
race for these purposes also includes
traits historically associated with race,
including but not limited to, hair texture
and protective hairstyles, which includes, but is not limited to, such hairstyles as braids, locks, and twists.14
New York soon joined California
and, in the summer of 2019, adopted
the CROWN Act’s objectives and language into its own law through Assembly Bill 07797.15 Since then, New
Jersey, Washington, Colorado, Maryland, and Virginia have each passed
its own version of the CROWN Act.
Many other state legislatures have
also acknowledged the public’s interest in hair equality, with over half of
the states now having filed or pre-filed
the bill. Additionally, the CROWN Act

has joined the ranks of viral social
movements like #BlackLivesMatter.
As evidence of the Act’s reach, the
movie Hair Love, an animated short
film about natural, black hair, won an
Oscar this year for Best Animated
Short Film, and the director praised
the CROWN Act during his acceptance speech at the Academy Awards.
However, there are still many states,
particularly in the South, that have not
passed proposed CROWN Act legislation—Florida among them.

Twists at the Federal Level
While approximately seventeen
states have rejected the CROWN Act,
there has been forward movement
at the federal level. On December 5,
2019, Senator Cory Booker (D.–N.J.)
and Congressman Cedric Richmond
(D.–LA) introduced the Act in their
respective chambers of Congress.
Under H.R. 5309,16 the CROWN Act
would specifically prohibit discrimination based on hairstyle or texture, “if
that hair texture or that hairstyle is
commonly associated with a particular race or natural origin.”17 Like other
adopted versions of the CROWN Act,
the bill specifically recognizes tightly coiled or tightly curled hair, locs,
twists, braids, Bantu knots, and Afros
as hairstyles predominately worn by
black individuals.18 Proponents of the
CROWN Act believe the law will help
avoid unconscious bias, overt racial
discrimination, and facially neutral
policies that disproportionately affect
African Americans. Opponents argue
that protecting hairstyles amounts to
protecting self-expression and dilutes
the importance of Title VII. Yet, on
September 21, 2020, the Act passed
the House and was received by the
Senate the next day. There, as of the
time this article is being finalized for
publication, it has been read twice and
referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Following the historic 2020 presidential election, won by Joe Biden
and Kamala Harris, the CROWN Act
movement will undoubtedly gain momentum at the state and local levels
again. However, although the Presidential race was a close one, the race

for control of the Senate was even
closer and was yet to be decided at
the time this article was written, with
both Republicans and Democrats
holding forty-eight seats. Therefore,
the likelihood of adopting the CROWN
Act at the federal level looks promising
but is still very uncertain.

Conclusion
With this new wave of CROWN Act
legislation, employers should be wary
of requirements in their grooming
guidelines when it comes to hairstyles,
as laws could be changing in 2020 if
they haven’t already. Appearance and
hair policies should be tailored to align
with the business’ professional dress
and hair codes of cleanliness and
less targeted at particular hairstyles.
Employers should be proactive and
review their long-standing appearance policies to ensure that they are
updated, in order to avoid opening the
door to disparate impact claims under
Title VII and the CROWN Act.
Cymoril White is
an associate in the
Ta m p a o f f i c e o f
FordHarrison LLP.
She concentrates
her legal practice
on the representation and counsel of
management clients
C. WHITE
in employment disputes arising under federal and state
employment laws, including Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act, the ADEA, the
ADA, and the Florida Civil Rights Act,
among others.
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Where a female employee filed two retaliation
claims against her employer, under the Family
Medical and Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA) and Title
VII, based on allegations that she was fired for
taking time off for her health and for filing complaints about sex and race discrimination, she
could not establish FMLA retaliation because
she did not seek treatment from a health care
provider as required by the FMLA, and there was
no evidence that the decision-maker knew about
the discrimination complaint at the time of the
termination decision.
Martin v. Fin. Asset Mgmt. Sys., 959 F.3d 1048 (11th
Cir. May 14, 2020).
In this FMLA and Title VII case, the court affirmed
summary judgment on the retaliation and discrimination claims of a female operations manager, Martin,
against her employer, Financial Asset Management
Systems, Inc. (FAMS). In 2012, Martin filed an EEOC
charge, alleging that her direct supervisor, Hogan,
and the company discriminated against her based
on her sex and race. Specifically, Martin alleged that
Hogan “scream[ed] profanities” and “kick[ed] chairs,
[threw] bottles, and bang[ed] on the table” during
feedback sessions—behavior that Hogan did not display toward Martin’s white male coworkers. Sixteen
months after FAMS settled the 2012 EEOC claim,
Martin participated in a meeting with Hogan where,
she alleged, he “screamed, yelled, [and] belittled
her in front of [her] peers for the thousandth time
in reference to nothing.” After Hogan attempted to
contact Martin regarding the meeting, the VP of Human Resources, Bayne, met with Martin who stated
that she “wanted to file a complaint on Jerry Hogan”
and would take at least two days off “to take care of
[her] health.” Shortly after speaking to Martin, Bayne
met with Hogan to discuss Hogan’s “ongoing frustration” with Martin, and, during this meeting, Hogan
decided to fire Martin. Both Bayne and Hogan deny
that Martin’s sex and race discrimination complaints
were discussed. Hogan instead claimed that he fired
Martin for her refusal to respond to his attempts
to contact her after the meeting. In the meantime,
Martin met with a licensed professional counselor,
who concluded that, while Martin suffered from an
adjustment disorder, her appearance, manner, ability
to communicate, and thought content were all within
normal limits; the counselor never suggested that
Martin stop working.
Regarding Martin’s FMLA claim, the Eleventh Circuit acknowledged that employers may not retaliate
against employees for exercising or attempting to

exercise their right to medical leave. However, this
protection applies only to employees who would
have been eligible to exercise that right. In order to
be eligible, the employee must suffer from a “serious
health condition” that requires “continuing treatment
by a health care professional.” The court found that
Martin would not have been eligible for leave under
the FMLA because she did not receive care from
a provider as defined by either the FMLA or her
employer. The FMLA’s catch-all provision did not
apply because FAMS does not accept diagnoses of
serious health conditions from licensed professional
counselors.
Regarding Martin’s Title VII retaliation claim, the
Eleventh Circuit stated that, while it may accept circumstantial evidence of the decision-maker’s knowledge of the protected activity, it may not accept mere
speculation. Martin claimed that the two-day period
between her conversation with Bayne and her termination was sufficient circumstantial evidence of a connection between her alleged complaint and Hogan’s
decision to fire her. However, temporal proximity is
not sufficient to overcome “unrebutted evidence that
the decision maker did not have knowledge.” The
court affirmed the grant of summary judgment, as the
plaintiff had the burden to prove that the defendant
had actual knowledge of the protected activity.
A plaintiff employee’s hostile work environment
claim can be established under the Florida Civil
Rights Act when alleged harassment occurred
daily and in public, and did not stop despite multiple complaints. Also, direct evidence of national
origin discrimination must reflect a discriminatory attitude correlating to the discrimination
complained of, such that the “new policy in the
company, no more Cuban people” could support a failure-to-hire claim but not the claim for
discriminatory termination of existing employees.
Fernandez v. Trees, Inc., 961 F.3d 1148 (11th Cir.
June 9, 2020).
In this Title VII and Florida Civil Rights Act (FCRA)
case, employee Fernandez appealed a grant of
summary judgment in favor of his employer, Trees,
Inc., on Fernandez’s hostile work environment and
national origin discrimination claims. The Eleventh
Circuit reversed the grant of summary judgment on
Fernandez’s hostile work environment claim and
affirmed the lower court’s decision regarding his
national origin discrimination claim.
During the period in question, Soto supervised
Fernandez, who is Cuban. Approximately two months
14
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Where a former employee alleged retaliation
under Title VII, summary judgment in favor of
the employer was appropriate, as the employee
could not demonstrate that her termination
was caused by her own protected activity, and
evidence showed that she was terminated for
inciting a subordinate to sue the employer when
the former employee’s Team Relations Manager
duties specifically included internally resolving
subordinates’ complaints and ensuring that subordinates do not seek out third parties.
Gogel v. Kia Motors Mfg. of Ga., 967 F.3d 1121 (11th
Cir. July 29, 2020).
At the time of her termination, Gogel was employed
as a Team Relations Manager for Kia Motors Manufacturing of Georgia (Kia), a position in which she
received and investigated employee complaints of
harassment and discrimination and reported those
complaints to Jackson, the VP of Human Resources.
In 2008, Gogel received a complaint from a female
employee, Ledbetter, alleging sex discrimination. In
2010, Gogel and Ledbetter filed separate complaints
with the EEOC. Despite Kia’s receipt of Gogel’s
EEOC charge, Gogel subsequently received a
discretionary bonus, additional vacation time, and
positive feedback on her performance. She also
signed an agreement stating that she would neither
use her position to solicit or influence Team Members
to make claims against Kia nor make any written or
verbal statements to Team Members maligning the
company. Shortly thereafter, Jackson learned that
Ledbetter and Gogel were represented by the same
law firm in their EEOC claims. Additionally, two of
Gogel’s subordinates informed Jackson that Gogel
and Ledbetter frequently had “suspicious meetings
behind closed doors” and that Gogel had persuaded
Ledbetter to join her in suing Kia. Jackson ultimately
terminated Gogel’s employment and stated in a
letter that he believed that Gogel had not properly
discharged her duties to report and investigate complaints with regard to Ledbetter; that Gogel had in
fact encouraged or solicited Ledbetter to act outside
the established protocols for handling allegations of
discrimination. In her amended complaint, Gogel alleged that she was terminated in retaliation for filing
her own EEOC complaint and that any alleged solicitation of a subordinate was itself protected activity
under Title VII.
With regard to the first allegation, while Gogel had
evidence to support a prima facie case for retaliation,
Kia provided a legitimate, non-retaliatory reason for
her termination; namely, recruiting a subordinate to
sue the company and failing, therefore, to effectively
perform her duties as a Team Relations Manager.
In light of the bonus and positive feedback that
she received after filing her own EEOC complaint,
Gogel was unable provide sufficient evidence that,

before Fernandez’s termination, Soto had a physical
altercation with another Cuban worker, after which
Soto began to make derogatory comments, including: “shitty Cubans”; “fucking Cubans”; and “crying,
whining Cubans.” Additionally, Soto declared there
was a “new policy in the company, no more Cuban
people.” Fernandez and his co-workers testified that
this behavior occurred almost every day and that “all
the workers on site heard it.” At a meeting, Fernandez
and other workers expressed their displeasure with
the comments, and Fernandez “asked Soto not to
make general negative statements about Cubans,
but instead to address any concerns with workers’
performance to those specific workers.” Soto’s behavior continued despite these complaints. Shortly
before he was terminated, Fernandez attempted to
commit suicide at the job site.
In relevant part, Title VII requires a plaintiff to show
that he or she suffered unwelcome harassment. That
harassment must be based on a protected characteristic, such as national origin, and must be “sufficiently
severe or pervasive to alter the terms and conditions
of employment and create a discriminatorily abusive
working environment,” for which the employer is
responsible. In determining whether the harassment
claimed by Fernandez was objectively hostile, the
Eleventh Circuit considered the usual factors: whether
the conduct was sufficiently frequent and severe;
whether the conduct was physically threatening or
humiliating, or a mere utterance; and whether the conduct interfered with the employee’s job performance.
Given the fact that the conduct occurred almost daily,
that Soto persisted in the conduct despite requests
from multiple employees that he stop, that Soto’s
conduct occurred during meetings and in front of other
teams, and that Fernandez claimed the conduct drove
him to depression and attempted suicide, the court
found the totality of the evidence sufficient to raise a
material issue of fact as to whether the harassment
was objectively severe or pervasive. Thus, the court
reversed the grant of summary judgment on the
hostile work environment claim.
Regarding Fernandez’s claim that the statement
“new policy in the company, no more Cuban people”
was direct evidence of discrimination, the court noted
that such evidence must “reflect[] a discriminatory or
retaliatory attitude correlating to the discrimination or
retaliation complained of by the employee.” The court
acknowledged that Soto’s statement might serve as
direct evidence in a failure-to-hire claim but found that
it fell short of the requisite inference that the statement
extended to terminating existing Cuban employees.
As Fernandez’s argument was founded solely on a
direct evidence claim, which he failed to establish,
the Eleventh Circuit affirmed the lower court’s grant
of summary judgment.
15
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but for filing her complaint, she would not have been
terminated.
Regarding Gogel’s second allegation, the Eleventh Circuit noted that oppositional conduct is not
protected under Title VII when it “so interferes with
the performance” of the employee’s duties “that it
renders [her] ineffective in the position for which [she]
was employed.” As Gogel’s duties included “ensuring
that team members (employees) don’t have a need
to seek out third parties” and advising her supervisor
when an employee considered taking legal action, soliciting employees to sue Kia would be in direct conflict
with Gogel’s responsibilities. Gogel’s denial of such
solicitation had no bearing on the court’s decision in
this case, as the employer is required to have only
a good faith belief that the solicitation occurred. In
this case, the court found that Kia received sufficient
information from other employees to establish a good
faith belief that Gogel had abandoned her duties.

nor that the plant had been permanently shut down.
The Eleventh Circuit determined that by definition,
a layoff requires that the employee leaves the job.
Given that the employees continued without interruption and at the same compensation as employees of
the successor, the court did not accept the argument
that the sale of the company constituted termination
of employment. Similarly, as the sale did not result
in a disruption of plant operations, the court did not
accept the employees’ argument that it had been shut
down, much less permanently.
Where two restaurant employees alleged violations of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act
(FLSA) and the Florida Minimum Wage Act
(FMWA) regarding the employer’s failure to pay
servers the applicable minimum wage for hours
spent performing “non-tipped” duties, which
constituted twenty-five percent of the work
shift, and regarding required uniform and tools
expenditures that were not reimbursed, the employees’ complaint survived defendant’s motion
to dismiss.
Dix Palombo v. RCSH Operations, No. 2:20-CV-98FTM-29MRM, 2020 WL 5094849 (M.D. Fla. Aug.
28, 2020).
In this minimum wage case, the plaintiff employees
were employed as servers at a restaurant owned by
RCSH Operations, LLC. The employees alleged that
RCSH required all new servers to purchase uniforms
(pressed white dress shirts, black formal slacks, a
tie, a black belt, black socks, and non-slip shoes)
and certain tools (black pens, wine keys, lighters)
required for their jobs, for which the employees were
not reimbursed. The employees also alleged that they
were required to spend approximately twenty-five percent of each shift setting up and “breaking down” the
restaurant—in other words, engaging in non-tipped
duties. The employees claimed that the unreimbursed
uniform and tool purchases, and the time spent performing non-tipped duties at less than minimum wage,
violated both the FLSA and the FMWA.
First, the employees claimed that their employer’s
failure to reimburse the cost of the uniforms and tools
resulted in the employees receiving less than the
minimum wage required by the FLSA and FMWA. The
district court highlighted the Department of Labor’s
(DOL) statement that, while in some cases ordinary
street clothing may not be a uniform, specific styles
and types of clothing may be considered a uniform,
as determined by the fact finder. Additionally, the court
stated that, while the cost of the pens, wine keys, and
lighters may have been de minimis, the issue at hand
was whether or not the failure to reimburse resulted
in a failure to pay the required minimum wage. Thus,
the court found that the plaintiffs’ allegations regarding the uniforms and tools were sufficient to survive
dismissal.

When the employees’ employer’s parent company
sold its interest to another entity, appellant employees’ ERISA claim for early retirement benefits
failed because neither the employees were laid
off, nor was the plant shut down—pension plan
preconditions for such benefits.
Hill v. Emp. Bens. Admin. Comm., 971 F.3d 1321
(11th Cir. Aug. 24, 2020).
In this case, a group of factory employees brought
an action under the provisions of the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA),
claiming they were entitled to Special Early Retirement (SER) benefits because the parent company
of the company that employed the plaintiffs sold its
interest to another entity. The factory did not cease
operations, and the employees remained at their
same jobs after the sale. Nevertheless, the plaintiffs
claimed that the sale effected either a layoff or a
permanent plant shutdown, thereby entitling them to
SER benefits under their benefit plan. The employees argued that even though they kept their jobs at
the plant, they had “lost” their jobs with the parent
company by virtue of the sale. The benefit plan in
question was governed by ERISA and administered
by the Employee Benefits Administrative Committee of Mueller Group, LLC (EBAC), the decisions of
which were appealable to an Appeals Committee.
The plan granted EBAC “discretion to interpret the
Plan, including any ambiguities [t]herein, and to determine the eligibility for benefits under the Plan in
its sole discretion.” The employees challenged the
plan administrator’s denial of those benefits, and the
district court granted defendants’ motion for summary
judgment. On appeal, the Eleventh Circuit affirmed.
While the employees met the age and employment length requirements for early retirement, they
could establish neither that they had been laid off,
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The second claim centered on whether the employer could pay a “tip credit” wage; that is, a wage
less than minimum wage so long as the employees’
tips make up the difference between the tip credit
wage and the required minimum wage. Here, the
employees alleged that they were required to spend
twenty-five percent of each shift engaged in nontipped duties. The court noted that until recently,
the DOL interpreted the FLSA as requiring a twentypercent cap on the time that a tipped employee may
spend doing non-tipped work before he or she must
be paid full minimum wage. The defendant argued
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that the second claim should be dismissed because
the DOL abandoned the language regarding the
twenty-percent rule and has instead adopted language allowing non-tipped work to be performed for
“a reasonable time immediately before or after the
tipped activities.” The court was not persuaded, as
the regulation itself has not changed, only the DOL’s
interpretation of it. In denying the motion to dismiss
as to this count, the court noted: “While the parties
argue over the DOL’s interpretation of the regulation,
the real issue is whether the amended complaint plausibly states a cause of action under the regulation.”

STATE COURTS
Judge of Compensations Claims (JCC) erred in
denying compensation to claimant for the periods
of temporary disability for which he received full
pay funded by his personal sick leave, and JCC
lacked subject matter jurisdiction to reinstate
claimant’s personal leave benefits.
Medina v. Miami-Dade Cnty., 300 So. 3d 255 (1st
DCA July 15, 2020).
The claimant, a corrections officer, suffered multiple work-related injuries in 2017 and underwent
compensable knee surgery in 2019 as a result. The
claimant’s status as temporarily disabled was undisputed. During the four payment periods in question,
the employer made only two disability compensation
payments. The claimant received full wages during
the other two periods, but that pay was drawn from his
personal sick leave bank with no indication that the
employer would “buy it back.” The JCC determined
that, as the claimant had received temporary disability
benefits funded by his personal sick leave without
interruption, he was owed neither penalties nor interest, but that he was entitled to have his sick leave
and vacation time reinstated. Claimant appealed the
JCC order denying his claim for temporary disability
compensation benefits and directing reinstatement
of personal leave benefits.
The First DCA ruled that the JCC erred in not granting temporary disability benefits for the periods in
which the employee was paid benefits funded by his
personal sick leave, because the employer did not
pay workers’ compensation benefits, nor wages, in
lieu of those benefits. The court found that the “‘in lieu
of’ act is not satisfied when the employer pays wages
through a right that the claimant has to receive it.” Under section 440.09(1), Florida Statutes, “the employer
must pay compensation or furnish benefits required
by this chapter if the employee suffers an accidental
compensable injury.” The court determined that the

payments in question did not satisfy the statutory
requirement because the employer was “sourcing the
funds from Claimant’s bank of personal leave.” While
employees may supplement compensation benefits
with personal leave, section 440.21(2) does not permit the waiver of compensation benefits. The court
also noted that, while employers may offset alternate
benefits so that the employee’s compensation does
not exceed his average working wage, those benefits
must be funded by the employer, not the claimant.
In this case, the employer did not offer evidence that
the benefits in question qualified for offset.
With regard to the JCC’s reinstatement of personal
leave, the First DCA observed that “the JCC is vested
only with certain limited quasi-judicial powers relating
to the adjudication of claims,” and that “a compensation award and applicable offset under section
440.20(14) are the preconditions for a JCC’s subject
matter jurisdiction over personal leave reinstatement.”
As those preconditions were not present here, the
court found that the JCC lacked subject matter jurisdiction to reinstate the claimant’s personal leave.
Finally, the court noted that its reversal and award
of compensation benefits does not, in the absence
of a qualifying offset and a claim for reinstatement,
thereby create subject matter jurisdiction regarding
reinstatement of personal leave.

Miranda Margolis is a third-year
law student at the Stetson University College of Law.
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